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Groundwater sampling at contaminated sites for trace parameters requires high quality data collection methods in order to return accurate, precise, and repeatable results. Accuracy depends not only on the analyte concentration in water, but also on the appropriate selection of monitoring tools and procedures to minimize sample and subsurface disturbance from collection to analysis. Precision depends on the repeatability of sampling and analytical techniques.

Groundwater sampling at contaminated sites is typically completed utilizing one of two standard methods, those being well-volume or low-flow purging and sampling. Which method the practitioner selects should be based upon the project objective and setting. In practice, well-volume sampling using either a bailer or an inertia lift system is frequently used due to logistical simplicity. Recently the no-purge method (also known as passive sampling) has gained credibility; however, its suitability for general use at a site should be assessed as the method has been proven to have limitations.

The methods to obtain representative groundwater samples are well documented. However, mixing and matching of methodologies in the field, and inconsistent and often inadequate sample device selection relative to the project objective can result in questionable representativeness of trace parameters and low a low degree of repeatability. This can result in a false confidence that groundwater is not impacted, or alternatively the unnecessary expansion of a monitoring/remediation program.

Two case studies were completed comparing groundwater concentrations of various parameters from samples collected via the well-volume, low-flow, and no-purge methods. Both case studies were completed to facilitate a sampling method change albeit for different rationale. The case studies highlight the advantages and limitations of each method.

The first case study was completed at a metals impacted site. Historically samples were obtained using the well-volume method with disposable bailers or inertia lift pumps. The historical results were often inconsistent and frequently affected by sample turbidity, which together resulted in poor site conceptualization. A method comparison program was completed, the results of which indicated the low-flow method using a portable pump produced groundwater samples with lower turbidity, thus providing relatively higher quality, consistent results. Results identified that well-volume metal concentrations were between 1.8 and 2.5 times greater than the low-flow sample concentrations. Well-volume samples did provide consistent metal concentrations when the sample turbidity was less than 50 NTU, however this represents only 44% of samples obtained.

The second case study was completed at a condensate release site currently being remediated. Historically groundwater samples were collected using the well-volume method via disposable bailer. This method was proving costly both in time and purge water disposal requirements. A method comparison program was completed, the results of which indicated the no-purge method (using a HydraSleeve™) provided comparable results to the well-volume method. No-purge volatile parameter concentrations were between 1.0 and 1.2 times greater than the well-volume sample concentrations (due to less volatilization), while F2 concentrations were greater in the well-volume sample (due to elevated turbidity).
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